**OLYMPIC VERSA-LIFT™**

**One electric lift that does 3 jobs**

**GURNEY**
Lightweight, easy to roll and steer

**CURBSIDE**
Remove patients from cars easier, safer with electric lift and lift-off stretchers.

**TREATMENT**
IV Pole and Instrument Tray fit in corner sockets

**ELECTRIC LIFT**
Hands-on care
Raise lift for transport with assistant.

**NEW MODEL VERSA-LIFT WITH QUICK-LOCK CASTERS**

- **One lever locks/unlocks all 4 casters**
  - **Saves time** No more locking and unlocking one caster at a time.
  - **Safer** Locks all 4 casters securely. No chance of an unlocked caster. 300 lb. patient capacity.
  - **2 Brake Levers** One on each side of the Versa-Lift.
  - **2 Foot Switches** For electric lift, one on each side of Versa-Lift.
  - **Instrument Tray** Included on swing arm, drops into sockets.

**Order Model 50705**
For lifting and transporting  Saves time  Improves patient care

Lift-off Stretchers  
Ergonomic and safe

The top of the Versa-Lift is a stretcher which is held securely on 4 posts but easily lifts off for transferring patients to x-ray and other tables. Saves back strain and complies with safety recommendations. Easier, quicker transfers. Safer for patients and staff. Two stretchers available.

Hard Stretcher  

Soft Stretcher  

Features

Protects against back injury  Ergonomic electric lift. No more lifting or carrying heavy patients. Helps your hospital meet safety standards. Maximum height 40” for standing comfort.

Saves time  Takes fewer people and less time to transport heavy patients.

Improves patient care  A gurney that combines an electric lift with lift-off stretchers. Less traumatic for patients than awkward hand carrying, especially for injured or compromised patients.

Safety compliant  Helps your hospital meet current safety standards.

Rolls easily  Lightweight, only 68 pounds, half the weight of some gurneys. Large, locking casters. (See reverse side for new Versa-Lift with QUICK-LOCK Casters.)

Turns on a dime  Steering handles at both ends. Maneuvers in tight spaces.

Low-boy handle  With lift in lowered position, a hidden handle slides out so one person can safely transport a patient in the low-boy position if necessary.

Outdoor use  Makes removing patients from cars easier, safer with electric lift and lift-off stretchers.

Quick recharge battery  With charging light.

Versatile  3 products for price of one – a gurney, treatment table, and curbside lift.

Specifications

Dimensions  52” x 24”.
Height range  13” – 40”.
Casters  Large 5” casters with new Quick-Lock central locking system, or individual locks.
Net weight  68 pounds.
Steering Handles  At both ends.

IV Pole  Included all models.
Instrument Tray  on swing arm included on Model 50705.
Foot Switches  2 foot switches on Model 50705. One switch on other models.
Electrical  120v/60Hz.

Order from your Distributor


Olympic Versa-Lift with Hard Stretcher, Soft Stretcher, and IV Pole ..................................................Model 50701

Olympic Versa-Lift with IV Pole and Hard Stretcher only ....Model 50703

Instrument Tray  Accessory fits on Versa-Lift .....................Model 50780

3-Year Olympic Warranty  Includes all parts and labor

OLYMPIC VETERINARY  
1-800-789-6867  www.OlyVet.com  Mercer Island, WA

Watch video demonstration  www.OlyVet.com